Topographic organization is a hallmark of sensory cortical organization. Topography is robust at spatial scales ranging from hundreds of microns to centimeters, but can dissolve at the level of neighboring neurons or subcellular compartments within a neuron. This dichotomous spatial organization is especially pronounced in the mouse auditory cortex, where an orderly tonotopic map can arise from heterogeneous frequency tuning between local neurons. Here, we address a debate surrounding the robustness of tonotopic organization in the auditory cortex that has persisted in some form for over 40 years. Drawing from various cortical areas, cortical layers, recording methodologies, and species, we describe how auditory cortical circuitry can simultaneously support a globally systematic, yet locally heterogeneous representation of this fundamental sound property.
A history of progress and controversy The first evidence for a spatially organized representation of sound frequency at the level of the cerebral cortex (see Glossary) came from 19th century lesion experiments in dogs, in which specific behavioral deficits in discriminating low, middle, or high pitch sounds were attributed to the location of focal ablations along the posterior-anterior extent of perisylvian cortex [1, 2] . A neurophysiological demonstration of cochleotopy was provided decades later by recording evoked potentials from the surface of the cortex while electrically stimulating a restricted set of auditory nerve fibers that innervated apical (low frequency) versus basal (high frequency) regions of the cochlea [3] . These experiments revealed an apical-to-basal organization along the posterior-to-anterior extent of the middle ectosylvian area of the cat that was subsequently matched to a tonotopic organization when electrical stimulation was replaced with airborne tone burst stimuli [4] .
The advent of the microelectrode in the latter half of the 20th century (Box 1) ushered in a period of great productivity -as well as controversy -for early efforts to characterize the functional organization of auditory cortex. Most research laboratories gravitated towards an approach that involved systematic sampling of multiunit or single unit activity from the middle cortical layers of anesthetized animals at spatial densities ranging from 0.1 to 1 mm. These early efforts were successful in identifying the organization of multiple tonotopic and non-tonotopic cortical fields in the cat and primate and were also able to pinpoint locations of interest, such as boundaries
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Glossary
Cortex: the cortex (latin 'bark', 'rind') is the thin (approximately 1-2 mm thick) layer of neurons that cover the mammalian forebrain. Most of the cortex, including auditory cortex, is composed of multiple layers (up to six) with different cellular morphology and connections. Cortical layers are grouped into the middle layer (the main thalamorecipient layer; often also called layer 4) that separates the supragranular and infragranular layers (above and below the thalamorecipient layer). The supragranular layers include layer 1, which is usually neuron-poor, and layers 2 and 3 which, in rodent auditory cortex, are often referred to together as layer 2/3. The infragranular layers (5 and 6) have major cortical projections to subcortical stations, including the thalamus. Cortical fields, core and secondary areas: differences between different parts of the cortex include differences in architecture, connectivity, and function. The part of the cortex which is dominated by auditory responses is named 'auditory cortex'. The auditory cortex can be subdivided again based on a number of criteria (see main text) into core areas (e.g., A1 and AAF) surrounded by secondary areas. Core areas are densely interconnected with the lemniscal division of the auditory thalamus, although they also get inputs from other subdivisions of the auditory thalamus. Secondary areas receive their predominant input from non-lemniscal subdivisions of the auditory thalamus. Topographic organization and tonotopy: in the cochlea, the auditory sensory organ of the inner ear, sound is mechanically filtered into narrow frequency bands by the basilar membrane. The resulting sensitivity to a narrow frequency band is inherited by the hair cells that sit on the basilar membrane and by the auditory nerve fibers that innervate them. Most of the brainstem auditory structures are composed of neurons that inherit the narrow tuning of the cochlear input. Furthermore, neurons that have similar frequency tuning are grouped together, and the progression of best frequencies of the neurons is continuous along one axis of the structure. This organization is referred to as tonotopic organization or tonotopy. Tonotopy is kept in the core ascending auditory pathway, including in particular the MGBv. The thalamus and thalamocortical connections: the thalamus is a large forebrain nucleus with many subdivisions and is the main gateway to the cortex. Sensory nuclei of the thalamus process input from lower parts of the brain and project to the sensory cortices. The main thalamic input usually reaches the middle cortical layers, although auditory thalamic axons also branch in layer 6 (the 'thalamorecipient layers'). Neurons from all layers may receive thalamic input, as long as their dendrites reach the thalamorecipient layers. The cortex projects back to the thalamus, usually to the same subnuclei of the thalamus that project to it. The auditory thalamus is composed mostly of the MGB, which itself has three major subdivisions, the ventral, medial, and dorsal. The ventral subdivision (MGBv) is part of the core ascending auditory pathway and is the major input to A1.
